ROME
PORTAVENTURA

You’ve booked your holiday…
now add
add the
the fun
fun stuff!
stuff!
now
Skip the line Vatican Museums & Imperial Rome Combo
Enjoy a day exploring Rome's main attractions. Spend the morning
discovering the wonders the wonders of the Vatican. After enjoying
a typical Italian lunch, you will discover the history of ancient Rome.

PRICES FROM

Adult €167
Child €153

48 Hour Hop-on Hop-off bus and Skip-the-Line Entry
Discover Rome with a 48-hour hop-on hop-off sightseeing bus ticket,
and a skip-the-line entrance ticket to the Vatican Museums, as well
as the imperial sites of the Colosseum, Forum, and Palatine Hill.

Adult €94
Child €59

Day Trip to Naples and Pompeii
Take this wonderful journey through hillside Vineyards and across
the beautiful Gulf of Naples to Mount Vesuvius to discover the
amazing history of Pompeii.

Adult €153
Child €144

The Omnia Vatican and Rome Pass
With the OMNIA Vatican and Rome card you will get to visit the
must-see attractions of Rome within a three-day period, with skipthe-line access this ticket is a money-saving, time-saving must!

Adult €121
Child €85

Rome Bike Tour
A bike tour is a fun and eco-friendly way of seeing the amazing
buildings and monuments of Rome from the Colosseum to the
Imperial Forums and much more!

Adult €35
Child €30

Imperial Rome Elite Walking Tour with Skip-the-Line
Experience ancient Rome's most famous landmarks on this
fascinating walking tour. The tour includes special skip-the-line
access to the Colosseum and Roman Forum.

Adult £28
€57
Adult
Child €43
Child £5

Rome by Night with Dinner
This charming evening tour combines a typical Italian dinner in a
traditional restaurant accompanied by local wines with a panoramic
night time tour of Rome.

Adult €96
Child €77

Rome Wine Tasting
An excellent pre-dinner treat, sample some fine wines typical of the
Lazio region and an inviting selection of regional cheeses, premium
salami and succulent hams in a traditional wine bar.

General
€40
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T&Cs:
Subject
to availability
change. From prices are shown, get in touch for live prices, more information and full terms and conditions.
Subject
to availability
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costcost
change.

